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CARBON BLACK INDUSTRY GOES GREEN
INNOVATIVE IDEAS FOR BATCH MIXING
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Anyone wanting to catch up on the latest developments in batch
mixers for plastics should have been in Halls 9 and 10 at K 2016 in
October, where the mixing world gathered to show off its latest
developments. Peter Mapleston reports

Automating
the mixing
process
Robots were everywhere at K 2016, doing all sorts of

business plan. MTI says it does not plan to sell

things from manipulating car bumpers to throwing

the C tec PRO but to lease it instead, rather

basketballs into a hoop (the latter demonstrated on

like car makers do. So the customer pays a

the Wittmann stand with an eerily-effective

monthly fee for three years, after

100% hit rate). But perhaps one of the

which point they will have the

most unusual and imposing robotic

opportunity of changing the robotic

demonstrations was to be found on the
stand of mixing technology firm MTI

system for a new (and likely
improved) one. The contract includes

Mischtechnik, where the company was

the main robot and two other

demonstrating its new fully automatic C

smaller units for lid handling and for

tec PRO container mixer system. Built

cleaning, at least three containers, training,

around a Kuka six-axis robot - which in its

wear-and-tear part replacement, annual

black paint livery conjured up images from
the Alien movie series - the C tec PRO relies on what

inspection, and an on-line remote service
desk operated by MTI and Kuka.

MTI describes as a rigorous separation of the mixing

The C tec PRO is MTI’s first entry into container

Main image:

vessel from the machine base to eliminate idle times

mixers. “This is the first fully automated container

MTI Mischtech-

and improve operating efficiencies.

mixer in the world and the first real innovation in this

nik’s robotised

This separation strategy makes it possible to use

sector for a decade,” claims Managing Director

C tec PRO,
which was

containers with different heights and diameters

Christian Honemeyer. “It makes it possible to produce

(volumes ranging between 100 and 600 litres) in a

even single batches in the most economical way.” He

single system and eliminates costly downtimes

calculates that companies using the system will be able

associated with cleaning the container every time there

to improve productivity “by a factor or three or even

presents a

is a change of recipe. Instead, the robot simply sets

four” and reduce their costs by between 15 and 18%,

radical new

down one container, complete with its lid and integrated

based on machine costs and direct labour.

demonstrated
at K2016,

twist on

The unit shown at K2016 will be delivered in early

container

container can then be taken away, emptied, cleaned if

2017 to Clariant—which has been collaborating with

mixing

necessary, refilled and placed in a central pick-up

MTI over the past three years in the development of the

station while the C tec PRO is processing the second

C tec PRO—where it will be used for production of

batch. The robot incorporates a camera-based vision

masterbatches. Honemeyer says sales to other

system to find mixing containers and identify their

companies will begin in late Q2 2017. Deliveries next

configuration, as well as a laser-based levelling system

year are likely to be very modest as the company wants

to compensate for any inconsistencies in positioning.

to gain additional experience in real-life conditions, but

Along with the new robotic design comes a new

the aim is to eventually supply around 50 units per year

mixing tool, and moves on to the next. The original
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Right: The C tec
PRO system
demonstrated
at K2016 by MTI
is due for
delivery to

(for customers in various industries).
MTI also showed a more conventional heating/
cooling system configured for mixing wood fibre-reinforced compounds (WPCs). The company points out
that, in contrast to PVC compounds processed on such
systems, the low density fibres provide a greater

Clariant for

challenge for heating and then, once the polymer melts,

masterbatch

much more torque is needed to mix everything together.

production in

Installed power is therefore around twice as high as on

early 2017

units for PVC. In addition, much better aspiration is
needed to remove moisture. The new unit is said to be
capable of reducing water content down to below 0.1%
and possibly as low as 0.05%.
The heating/cooling unit incorporates the latest
version of MTI’s Vent tec aspiration system that controls
its own performance independently as a function of
actual process parameters. The system continuously
monitors all actual operating conditions via key
parameters such as intake air and system air temperatures, air pressure, humidity and the aspiration air flow
rate. The electronic controller then analyses these
variables and adjusts the aspiration system accordingly

(cleaning can often take much longer than mixing).
For this reason, the company will launch a new

with due regard to the filter status, keeping aeration

design at the beginning of next year incorporating

airflow conditions constant. Vent tec 2.0 devices are

changes to both the mixing head and mixing tool to

available in various sizes for all mixing volumes and

make it easier to clean and maintain. For example,

accommodate nearly all ATEX environments and mixer

material build-up on the mixing tool should be almost

designs. They can be retrofitted to MTI systems and

eliminated in the new design, Poller claims. In addition,

other manufacturers’ machines.

the mixing head will be much easier to clean than in

Below: MTI

current models. And with many products sensitive to

also showed a

Critical for colour

high temperatures, thermal control is also being

heating/cooling

Stephan Poller, General Manager for Zeppelin Systems’

improved. “You want mixing to be as intense as

mixer with the

Mixing Technology business, which produces Henschel-

possible, at the lowest temperature rise possible for the

latest version

Mixers, also emphasises the need for increasing up-time

most gentle material treatment and in order to

of its Vent tec

in mixing operations. He says the company has in recent

minimise material build-up in the mixer,” Poller says.

aspiration

times been focusing on the use of its latest CMS container

system on its

in mixer colour mixing, where the ability to clean

materials that require particularly accurate tempera-

stand at K2016

equipment to get it back into operation quickly is critical

ture control is now available with an increased number

Zeppelin’s Henschel-Mixer series MB for sensitive

of cooling circuits so that the temperature can be varied
across the various cooling zones: in the mixing bowl
itself, the shaft, and the mixing tool. The mixing bowl
can also be both heated and cooled. The company says
this increased zoning is complemented by improved
energy data acquisition and control loops on tool speed,
water temperature, and other process variables and
consumers. Poller says intelligent process control
makes it possible to keep internal temperatures close
to the polymer Tg for specified periods, for example.
Turning to the company’s FM high intensity mixer,
Poller says the company has developed numerous new
features to make it easier to clean. These include the
Henschel Transformer Cleaning package, which
comprises a three-piece mixing bowl design with hydraulic lifting units. The cylindrical bowl part can be swivelled
56
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Right: The
Transformer
package on
Zeppelin’s
Henschel FM

aside after lifting for easier access and cleaning. For the
same reason, the lid is also raised and turned hydraulically. The package also includes a discharge with a
swing-away cylinder and a hinged cover that provides
improved access to all areas of the discharge.

high intensity
mixer includes
an easy clean
discharge
option

Optimised performance
Italian firm Caccia Engineering highlights energy
savings on its latest equipment. It says that savings of
up to 30% are possible with the latest turbomixers
equipped with sensor-less vector motor inverters,
together with specific software and other unspecified
advanced devices. According to a company representative,
the main innovation on the turbomixer design is a special
thermo-refractory material applied on the container. This
material, which Caccia calls TermoShield, has been

“enabling a significant increase in the productivity of the

developed for this type of machine to allow improved heat

cooler and, therefore, the mixing plant.” According to

generation and retention during the homogenising process.

the Italian company, the new cooling interspace can

Plasmec says it has received a lot of interest in its

withstand a working pressure of 2.5 bar, which is the

newly optimised cooling mixers. The company claims

typical pressure of a closed-circuit chiller. “This, in

that it is now “a straightforward task” to cool over eight

addition to increasing the efficiency of heat exchange,

batches per hour of U-PVC down from 120°C to 40°C.

solves many critical issues typical of closed-circuit

Redesigned water circuitry increases cooling efficiency,

chillers,” says Managing Director Massimo Grigolon.
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Right: The

Plasmec recently upgrad-

Zeppelin

ed its testing room, where

Henschel

customers can set up mixing

Transformer

high shear forces, and they are
flexible in use, you can stop

tests on various types of

them when you want. It’s a more

cleaning

plastics compounds. The

package

facility houses an HC

includes a

products. “You can get very

transparent process. You can
adjust the speed, the fill factor, the

Combimix 300/1000 unit that

temperature, the ram pressure,

three-piece

combines a TRM heating

the order of material dosing,”

mixing bowl

mixer with an HEC horizontal

he explains.

with swing
away lid

cooler, an RV 50-100

“That is why batch

combining a TRM with

mixers are still used in a

an RFV vertical cooler, a

lot of niches, and we are

TRL 13 laboratory mixer, and a TRR 150

doing a lot of research to expand their use for com-

container mixer.

pounding natural fibres, for example, and recycling. Our

A test room is also the latest addition to the

machines are very good at handling low-grade glass

Promixon site in Italy. The test facility houses an

fibres and processing WPCs with original moisture

Xblend-MC/400/1200 heating/cooling mixing plant

contents of up to 10%. With continuous units, residence

comprising an XM turbomixer and an XC horizontal

time can be just a few seconds, but with batch mixers it

cooler, and an FX-300 high-speed container mixer.

can be a few minutes, so they are much better for

Promixon claims to have built up an impressive

drying.” For recycling operations, Limper says that

customer list over the past two decades, pointing to the

larger units can even handle car bumpers that have

recent delivery of seven heating/cooling mixing plants

simply been cut in half. HF has units with drive powers

to a major unidentified producer of luxury vinyl tiles

ranging from 500kW up to 2.5MW.

(LVTs) with operations in Belgium and the US.

Farrel Pomini showed its new CPeX laboratory
continuous mixer at K 2016. Scheduled for availability in

Masterbatch focus

late Q1 2017, this unit is being targeted mainly at existing

On the Battaggion stand at K 2016, Sales Engineer

customers of the company’s full production units who

Simone Belotti stressed the merits of the company’s

until now have had to do laboratory work on twin-screw

double-arm sigma blade kneaders for medium and high

compounding extruders. The company says the new unit

Below: The HC

viscosity materials such as masterbatches. These are

is ideal for lot sizes of 10-30 kg/h, and is designed for

1200-4500

available with either a tangential or overlapping action

use with masterbatches and compounds of temperature

heating/cooling

and with chamber volumes ranging to 5,000 litres.

sensitive, highly abrasive materials as well as highly

mixing system

As well as its principal range of models with tilting

filled or highly pigmented materials requiring intensive

from Plasmec

chambers, Battaggion also offers IPC sigma kneaders

mixing while maintaining low processing temperature.

features

with single or twin discharge screws. One of its more

optimised water

recent developments is the upgraded IPCAPG model for

Processor, features counter-rotating and non-in-

circuits to lift

production and granulation of colour masterbatches,

termeshing rotors and can be configured to both

productivity

which is available with an output capacity ranging from

standard and XL formats. It is the first time the

The CPeX, which Farrel Pomini calls a Compact

150 to 600 kg/h of LDPE

company has supplied both configurations on a single

masterbatch.

machine. “The CPeX Compact Processor is designed to

HF Mixing Group has various

help compounders successfully test and develop the

batch mixers for production of a

most challenging formulations in a lab environment,”

wide range of materials,

says Paul Lloyd, Business Unit Director at Farrel

including masterbatches and

Pomini. Compounding World will be taking a closer look

flooring compounds. Speaking
during K 2016,

at the machine in our Laboratory Compounders feature
in the December issue.

Managing Director
Andreas Limper

Researching the mix

highlighted the

Ajax Equipment (which was not at K2016 as much of its

versatility of the
company’s Umix universal
horizontal mixers for mixing
and kneading low to high viscosity
60
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business is outside the plastics industry) reports that its
Continuous Twin Screw Mixer is the primary mixing
technology being used in research being carried out in
the Project Chariot advanced manufacturing supply chain
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Right: The

initiative into processing of fine powders. The project

CPeX labora-

employs Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT)

tory continuous
mixing system
from Farrel
Pomini is said
to be designed

techniques to provide insights into continuous mixing.
The Ajax mixer uses intermeshing screws within a
profiled casing but, rather than flights or kneading
elements in a compounding extruder, the screw
arrangement consists of a series of paddles adjusted to

for develop-

resemble a discontinuous double helix. Ajax says the

ment of

mixer offers a great deal of flexibility in the degree of

challenging

mixing through changes to the operating parameters as

product

well as the screw design, which can incorporate ribbons

formulations

and various custom profile paddles. Changes can also be
made to paddle frictional characteristics and angles.
PEPT involves the use of radioactive tracers of a
similar size and density to the powder particles being
passed through the system. These can be detected in real
time by radiation sensors. Trials were carried out using a

as they flowed smoothly with the bulk. When struck by

dry powder while two variables (feed rate and screw

the paddle, the particles were lifted across the centre of

rotation speed) were set at either high or low levels. The

the z axis, and subsequently influenced by the other

radioactive particles were recycled through the system

shaft’s paddle motions.

multiple times to achieve between 80-100 passes per

In addition, McGee says, moving from shaft to shaft

experiment in order to capture the various particle paths

“illustrates a far-reaching radial effect which differenti-

that may be taken during transit through the system.

ates the twin screw from single screw mixing.” He says

“The PEPT technique has given great insight into the

that in processes where granular materials and liquids

twin screw mixer’s operation, by showing how powder

need to be combined, the twin screw provides both

particles travel through the mixer,” says Ajax Technical

squashing and shear of the bulk, “which encourages

Director Eddie McGee. Figure 1 shows a three dimen-

good combining and dispersion of the ingredients.”

sional plot of one of the tracer particles within the high

The tests also proved that particle motion is much

feed/ low screw speed regime (the colour of the path

slower at the walls of the mixer due to frictional forces;

changes with respect to time spent in the system).

that there is an even spread of particle journey lengths

Analysis of hundreds of such particle paths shows,

between a minimum and maximum time (no two

among other things, that particle pathways for all

particle journeys were ever exactly the same); and that

regimes flowed mainly in an axial fashion, with no

the average residence time of the particles could be

backflow being observed. Particles stayed loosely bound

decreased by increasing either the powder feed rate or

to the motions of paddles on a particular shaft, usually

screw speed, or both—indicating that axial flow is more
efficient when there is more bulk solid for the paddles

Figure 1: This 3D
plot was produced
using Positron
Emission Particle
Tracking to show
particle paths in a
continuous powder
mixing system
from Ajax
Equipment
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to push against.
“Mixing was also observed to be excellent under
extremely starved conditions, indicating the machine
may be operated at wide degrees of channel fill, without
drastically affecting product quality overall,” McGee
notes.
Click on the links for more information:

❙ www.mti-mixer.de/en
❙ www.zeppelin-systems.com
❙ www.cacciaengineering.com
❙ www.plasmec.it
❙ www.promixon.com
❙ www.battaggion.com
❙ www.hf-mixinggroup.com
❙ www.farrel-pomini.com
❙ www.ajax.co.uk
www.compoundingworld.com
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